The World’s Finest Jewelers Rely On Us
To Protect Their Valuable Collections.
You Can Too.
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ince 1904 we have provided burglary protection safes and vault rooms to
the diamond, jewelry and watch industries, from Fifth Avenue to Rodeo Drive,
to companies such as Tiffany & Co., Bulgari, DeBeers, Cartier, Piaget, Chopard
and Audemars Piguet. We applied this wealth of experience to designing a
complete selection of burglary protection safes specifically for apartments and
private homes. Available in all shapes and sizes and all levels of protection.
We work with many of the leading architects and designers throughout the
country. Our safes are found in thousands of homes, including those of
personalities in entertainment, arts, sports and the Fortune 500.

Handcrafted interiors are offered in a variety of exotic wood and lacquer
finishes. Drawers are fitted with luxuriously covered inserts configured to
organize jewelry, watches and other valuables.
A high security digital lock provides instant access to your valued possessions.

NO MORE HIDING PLACES
NO MORE WORRIES WHEN
WORKERS ARE IN YOUR HOME
NO MORE INCONVENIENT TRIPS
TO THE SAFE DEPOSIT BOX

Adjustable Shelves

As featured in The New York Times and as seen in
Architectural Digest, Veranda, Avenue, Quest,
Gotham, Robb Report, Florida Design, Hamptons,
Greenwich, New York and Westchester magazines.
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Jewelry Inserts

Buying a Safe is a Wise Idea.
Buying the Right Safe is Even Wiser.
WE SPECIALIZE IN BURGLARY PROTECTION SAFES. To qualify as “The Right Safe” for residential applications,
a safe must be both strong and heavy. For private homes, the heavier, the better. For apartments in high-rise
buildings, if the safe selected is relatively light, we strongly recommend securing it to the floor or premises.
(Anchoring your safe, especially one weighing less than 750 lbs., is always recommended, wherever it's located.)

AVENUE SERIES

We created this line of safes to answer the burglary
protection needs of those residing in high-rise apartment buildings. Constructed of
thick solid steel with a heavy-duty reinforced frame (along with additional security
features), makes it an exceptionally formidable safe. Compact and streamlined in
design, models fit conveniently into closets, alcoves and other locations where
space is limited. Available in 10 standard sizes. Custom sizes available.
Model AV2416 (left swing) with maple interior, sage elite covered shelf and jewelry inserts. This interior was
configured to allow the drawers to open when the door of safe is restricted from opening more than 90˚.

PROFESSIONAL “PRO -6” SERIES

This is
the latest version of our most popular apartment and private home
model. A step up from the Avenue Series, this product is a streamlined
version of the mid-range safes sold to the jewelry industry. Both heavy
and strong, these six-sided armor plated safes provide the additional
security (and fire protection) required for use in private homes.
Available in 14 standard sizes.
Model PRO6-1814 with vermillion interior and black shadow cubby.

GOTHAM SERIES

We created this line of safes for those
requiring a higher level of security than provided by the PRO-6 Series.
We added high security features including thicker armor plating on
all sides, a specialized glass plate activated relocking system and a
3-way boltwork mechanism to provide similar protection found in the
mid range safes we supply to the jewelry industry.
Available in 3 standard sizes.
Model PHD2414 creme with walnut interior.

DIAMOND SERIES

For those desiring security features found in the
safes we supply to the diamond trade for the protection of extremely high value.
Incorporated within this safe is the torch and tool resistant barrier material required
by Lloyds and other insurance agencies to protect their clients' valuable collections.
Offered in a variety of sizes.

Model with Chinese red high gloss finish, birdseye maple interior, custom brass drawer pulls,
perle elite lined cubby and jewelry inserts.

JEWELRY AND
WATCH INSERTS
FOR DRAWER SYSTEMS
We stock inserts covered
with sage elite (shown)
and black shadow.
Custom inserts are available
in a large selection of
materials and colors to
suit your requirements.

A

great way to add organization to your safe is with one of our drawer systems.
Offered in a variety of finishes, they can be built to fit the interior of a new or existing safe.
We stock many of our most popular designs and can also customize one to meet your particular needs.
We offer a variety of drawer inserts configured to organize jewelry, watches and other valuables.

CONCEALMENT CABINETS We have designed a
unique cabinet that permits the safe door to open wide,
allowing easy access to the interior. Cabinets are available in a
variety of wood and painted finishes to complement your decor.
PRO6-3016-12DL with vermillion interior and black shadow
lined cubby and jewelry inserts. Cabinet finish: maple.

AV2618
with walnut
interior and
watch insert

Additional Products and Services
JEWELERS SAFES (new and pre-owned models) For those who have the available
space and floor load capacity, we offer a complete selection of safes that are
supplied to the jewelry industry. Safes can be outfitted internally to meet your
storage and organizational requirements.
HIGH SECURITY JEWELERS SAFE (photo) ISM Super Treasury. Model ST5526-17. UL TRTL-30x6.
Dimensions: 64.5” high 36” wide 31.5” deep. Weight 4,224 lbs. We designed this safe for the
diamond, jewelry, watch and precious metals industries. 14 standard sizes. Custom models available.

VAULT ROOMS Protect jewelry, furs, silver, artwork, collections, etc.
Both the jewelry and financial industries rely on vault rooms we manufacture.
We offer the same product for installation in private homes. Modular construction.
All shapes and sizes. Custom sized vault doors available.
HIGH SECURITY LOCKS The majority of our clients secure their safes with a
UL listed high security digital lock. We also offer a wide selection of high security
mechanical and digital locks.
CUSTOM FINISHES Select from a variety of beautiful colors that can be customized
to complement your decor.
COMPLETE COORDINATION WITH ARCHITECTS, DESIGNERS
AND CONTRACTORS We provide all trades with detailed information to help
them locate and incorporate the safe into your home so it will be easily accessible
to help the safe become part of your daily routine.

Delivery and Installation Throughout the United States

Recommended by
fine jewelers and watchmakers,
insurance companies,
security consultants, architects,
designers and contractors.

GOTHAM SERIES
Model PHD4016
with walnut interior,
black shadow lined
cubby and jewelry
inserts. Custom
drawer pulls and
triple watchwinders.
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